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Introduction

Interpolation and least-squares approximation provide! efficient ways of generating Ck.continuous
meshes of surface patches, necessary for the consLrucLion of accurate computer geometric models
of solid physical objects [see for e.g. [8.7]. Two surfaces J(:I;, Y,z) = 0 and g(x, y, z) = 0 meet with

Ck-continuity along a curve C if and only if there exists functions a:(x, Y, z) and J3(x, v, z) such that
all derivatives upta order ,;; of Ct.! - tJg equals zero [~ce for e.g.[G2]]. Ck-conl.inuity of two surface
patches follows if the above conditioll is true along the common boundary curves between the two
patches.
This paper surveys the use of low dCF;L'Ce. implicitly defined, algebraic surfaces and surface
patches in three dimensional real space m. 3 for various scat.tered data Ck-fitting problems. The
use of low degree algebraic surface patches to constrHct models of physical ol>jects stems from the
advantage of faster computations in sul>sequent geometric model manipulation operations such as
computer graphics display, animation. and physica.l ol>ject simulations, see for e.g. (10].

Why algebraic surfaces? A real algebraic surface S in m.3 is implicitly defined by a single polynomial equation F: !(x,y, z) = 0, where coeIfici<lllts of! arc over the real numlJers m... 1fanipulating
polynomials, as opposed to arlJiLrary anaJytic fUllctions. is computationally more efficient. Furthermore algebraic surfaces provide enough gencl'illi\.y lo accurately model almost all complicated rigid
objects.

IThc oUlpul of olle opera.tion acts as [he inpul. 10 another operaLioll
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curve is smooth and only singly defined under the parameLerization map, Le., each triple of values
for (x, Y, z), corresponds to a single value of s.
The "normal" N p of a point ]J is an arbitral',\' nonzero vector associated with p. N p defines a
unique plane containing p. The ;;nOfma!" Xc of a. cun'c C is a I-dimensional set of vectors, one
vector associated with each point p on C, and ort.hogonal to the tangent vector at p. \Ve assume are
curves are smooth i.e. llonsingular. though this is not a necessary requirement. Finally, a surface
patch is defined as a smooth, connected 2-dimcnsional region of a surface bounded by a single cycle
of curve segments.
Problem Descriptions:

1. C k Interpolation Surface Fit: Construct a single real algebraic surface S which C N interpolates a collection of I points Pi in m.3 \vith associated fixed "normal" unit vectors mi, and
m given space curves Cj in ]R3, possillly with associated "normal" unit vectors nj and additionally upto (k - l)!h order derivatives 2 of nj, varying along the entire span of the curves.
Assume that any of the vectors lUi and Di or their derivatives are never identically zero, a

phenomenon that occurs at singularities. Dy CN-interpolation we shall mean that the interpolating surface S contains each of the points and curves and furthermore has its gradient
together with its 1. . . (k - l)/h order derivatives. respectively, in the same direction as the
specified "normal" vectors and its derivatives along the entire span of the C/s. This is one
natural generalization into space of the usua.l two dimensional Hermite interpolation, applied
to fitting curves through point data ,uul equating derivatives at those points.

2. C k Least-Squares Approximate Surface Fit: Coustruct a real algebraic surface S, which C k- 1
interpolates a collection of points Pi in m..1 and given space curves Cj in m.3 as before, with
associated unit "normal" vectors and its 1 ... (I.: - 2)lh order derivatives, and additionally
minimizes the Euclidean 2-norm of the difference of the (k - 1)lh order derjvative of S's
gradient and the (I.: - l)th order derivative of the specified unit "normal" vectors, on the
same collection of points and space curves. This is a natural generalization of ordinary CO
least-squares approximation (the case I.: = OJ which minimizes only the sum of the squares of
the distances of the solution from a collection of points or curves.
3. C k Interpolation and C I Least Square." Fil wilh SlIrface Patches: Construct a mesh of real
algebraic surface patches S;, which C k inlNpolaLcs a collection of points Pi in m.3 and given
space curves Cj in m.3, with associated "IlOl'lllal" unit vcctors and their derivatives, varying
along the entire span of the curves anc! ('I lC'<lsl squares approximates a collection of points
qi in]R3 and given space CUf\'('S Dj ill IR;] \\"ilh Olssociated "normal" unit vectors and their
derivatives, varying along the entire Spa.1I of the curves. The set of points Pi and qi are not
necessarily disjoint and neither are the scI. or curves Cj and Dj.

2Tlle emphasis bcing algcbraie space CIUI·('S. Lhc ··uorlll;ll.... <llld higher order dcriwili I'CS along curves are reslricled
Lo polynomials of some dcgrce.
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4. T,'ianglJlaled Da.ta Fit with SlIIface Polclte..;;:

Given a collection of Z·va!ucs and dCl'ivati \'cs over a tl"ian~lIlation T, construct a mesh of feal
algebraic surface patches 5';, which C!.: int.erpolates the collection of points Pi = (Xi, Yi, z;) in
]R3 and C l least squares approximates the collection of points qj = (Xj, Yjo Zj) in JR3. The
set of points Pi and qi are not necessarily disjoint and T may be either an X - Y (2D) or an
X - Y - Z (3D) triangulation of the entire collectioll of points.

5. Inleractive Shape Control of Implicit Surface Families:
Interactively control the shape of an interpolating or approximating implicit surface by selecting
appropriate instances from a p-pararneter family of solulion surfaces.
Paper Outline:
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Each of the subsequent sections 2 - G is devoted
to one of the above problems, and sUlllmarizes va.riolls recent approaches to implicit surface fitting
for the appropriate problem. The section then details it recent result. which the author is most
familiar with, and provides examples to clarify the algorithm presented.

2

C k Interpolation Surface Fit

Problem
Construct a single real algebraic surface S which C~· interpolates a collection of l points Pi in
3
IR with associated fixed "normal" unit . . . ectors lUj, and m given space curves Cj in IR3 , possibly
with associated "normal" unit vectors ilj and additionally upto (k - l)th order derivatives
Summary of Approaches

There has been extensive prior work in interpolatory or exact surface fitting through scattered
data. 1'1uch of it has either concentrated 011 pol.vnomiitl parametric (and ocassionally rational parametric) surface fitting through scatlered point (tata in 3D. see for c.g., the surveys by Alfeld [2J,
Dollm et. al. [20], Franke [32], Sabin [.56]. Exact Jittin~ of curves (primarily conics) has been considered by several authors, see for eg [15, Ul, 35. -19. 58]. An exposition of exact Co fitting of implicitly
defined algebraic surfaces through given dala points. is presented in [54]. Characterizations of CO
surface fits of points and cun-es using implicitly defined algebraic surfaces is also given by [60J.
Other approaches to parametric surface fitting and transfinite interpolation are also mentioned in
that paper, as well as in [50, 64J. Paper [12. 1-IJ generalizes the results of [54, 60]. It provides
conditions for exact Ck fits of implicitly dC'fined algebraic surfaces through given points and space
curves together with derivative i nformatioll ("normals") along the curves.
Recent Results

Dajaj and Ihm in [l1J, present it simple Wllstl"llCliw' characterization of the real algebraic surface which C l interpolates any given 1l1l1ll1lCl' of poinls <1nd algebraic space curves, with associated
"normal" directions. This characteriza.tion. (";dled flel'/llile inlerpolalio1l. deals with the containment and matching normals at [,he poinls or \-fll'yilll?; alollg the entire span of the space curves.
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The input for Hermite interpolation is a description of the properties of a surface to be designed in
terms of a combination of points and curves, possibly associated with "normal" directions. For an
algebraic surface S of degree n, C1-illterpolation generates a homogeneous linear system MIX = 0
where x is a (n~3).vectoil of the coefficients of the algebraic surface S. All nontrivial vectors, if
any, in the nullspace of MI forms a family of all the sllrfaces, satisfying the gi ven description. The
coefficients of the family of surfaces are expressed in terms of I)-parameters where p is the rank of
the nulls pace.
In CI-interpolation, smoothness is achic.. .·cd by making the normals of tangent planes of the
surface to be designed identical to those of givcn points or curves. For some applications of mod·
eling, such as design of the body of an airplane. hO\ve\·cr, more than tangent plane smoothness
is desirable. This concept of smoothness is gcneralizcd by defining a higher order of geometric
continuity. DeRose [29J gives such a definition l)l~tween parametric surfaces, where two surfaces F I
and F 2 meet with order J.: geometric continuity (concisely stated as C k continuity) along a curve
C if and only if there exist local reparametcrizatiolls F( and F'; of FI and F 21 respectively, such
that all partial derivatives of F{ and F'; up to dcgrcc k agree along C. Warren [62J formulates an
intuitive definition of C k continuity between implicit surfaccs as follows:
Definition 2.1 Two algebraic surjaces j(x,y,z) = 0 and g(x,y,z) = 0 meet with C k continuity
at a point p or along an irreducible algebraic clII've C if and only ij there exists two polynomials
a(x, y, z) and b(x l V, z), not identically zem at ]J or (Ilong C, such that all derivatives of a· f - b . 9
up to degree k vanish at]) or along C.
This formulation is more general than just HULking all thc partials of [(x, y, z) = 0 and g(x, y, z) = 0
agree at a point or along a curve. For example. consider the intcrsection of the cone f(x, y, z) =
xy_(x+y_z)2 = 0 and the planeg(x.y,:;) =;1: = 0 along the line defined by two planes x = o and
y = z. It is not hard to see that these two surfaces meet smoothly along the line since the normals
to f(x,y,z) = 0 at each point on the line are sC<llar multiples of those to g(x,y,z) = O. But,
this scale factor is a function of z. Situations like these are correctcd by allowing multiplication
by certain polynomials, not identically zero along ft interscction curvc. Note that multiplication
of a surface by polynomials nonzero alOllg a CIll'\"C docs not change the geometry of the surface
in the neighborhood of the curve. Garrity and Warren in [3.1] also prove that this notion of
rescaling Ck-continuity is equivalent to other kill order derivative continuity measures as well as to
reparameterization continuity for parametric sllrf"ces. III [12J, Dajaj and Ihm show how to form a
CI-interpolation matrix MI and proved that using this olle is able to construct all surfaces meeting
each other with rcscaling Cl-continuity. Howevcr. c~·en though one is currently unable to translate
geometric speciHcations for Ck-continuity (I,; ~ 2) into CI matrix MI whose nulls pace captures all C k
continuous surfaces. from the tllcorem helow Ollt' call ~enel'ate an intcrpolation matrix MI whose
nulls pace captures an intercsting proper Sllbsct
[,he wholc class.

or

= ()

=

Theorem 2.1 ([14]) Ij sllljaces g(x,y,z)
(Iliff /'(.1:.,1/,=)
0 intersect transversally in along
an irreducible curve C. then any algcbmic 8111jtlCC j(.l'.Y,=) = 0 that meets g(x,y,=) = 0 with
C~· -continuity alollg C ml/st be of Ihc: form f( .1: • .If,:;) = n(.'I:. y, z )g(x, y, z) + [3(x, y, z )hk+1(x, y, z).
JThere are

("1 3)

coefficiellts ill f(x, y, =) of Jegrec II
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If g(x,y,z) = 0 and h(x,y,.:::) = a sltare
of a(x,y,z)g(x,y,z) ::; degl'ee of !(x,Y,=)
f(x,y,z).
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colllmon components at infinity, then the degree
lite (Legree

fll1d

of (3(x,y,z)h k+1(x,y,=) ::; degree of

For given curves Gil i = 1 ... f which are respectively the transversal intersection of given
surfaces gi(X,y,Z) = 0 and h;(x,y,=) = O. a. surface J(x,y,z) = 0 containing space curves Ci with
Ck-continuity then can be constructively obtained by the relations

f(x,y,z) = O'i(X,Y,=)9i(X,y,=)

+ .di{J:.y,=)h7+ 1(x,y,=)

i = 1... 1

(1)

Since the 9. and h,. are known surfaces. Lhe unkuO\nl coefficients are those of f, Cl' and {3. Note,
from the above theorem, for a possilJlc interpolating surface f of degree n, both polynomials a
and /3 are of bounded degree. From the relations ill (1) one sees that these unknown coefficients
form a system of linear equations, yielding the iuterpolation matrix MI. For the special case of
parametric space curves with parametric :'normal" and derivative information, the above technique
can also be adapted to provide Ck-continuous algebraic surface fits. Here using CI interpolation
[12J, implicit surfaces are first constructed which contain the parametric curve as well as have
matching "normals" and derivative infonnatlon. These implicit surfaces are then used above, to
generate matrix MI for Ck-continuous fits.

Examples
Ex 2.1 A Quartic Surface for a CI Blend of the Corne,. of a Table
The edges of the table corner arc given b,v: C\ : (y"l +z2 -25 = 0, x = D), and C 2 : (x 2+z 2 _25 =
0, y = 0). Each curve is associated with a "normal" direction which is chosen in the same direction
as the gradients of the side of table, the c.. . linder in C 1 aud C 2. That is. nl(x,y,z) = (0,2y,2z),
and n2(x,y,Z) = (2x,0,2.::).
The interpolation matrix MI is of size :32 x ;J·5 (32 linear equations and 35 coefficients for a
quartic surface) whose rank is 2-1. The uullspace of M I is of dimension 11 represented by a family
of quartic surfaces which blend lhe corner 1(x, y,:;) = T\Z,-! + (1'2Y + rGX + 51'4)..:::3 + (T3y 2 + (r7x +
5rs)y + rlOx2 + SrItX - 251'9 - 251'1 )..:::2 + (r2y 3 + (J'G.1: + 51'., )y2 + (1'2X2 - 25r2)Y + T6X3 + 5r,\x 2 25r6x - 125T,dz + (T3 - rt} y 4 + (J',x + 57'i:\)y3 + {J'5.1.':l + ,5l'ux - 251'9 - 251'3 + 25rd y2 + (r7x3 +
51'8X2 - 25T,;X - 125rs)y + (1'10 - '1'\ )x· 1 + :)1'11.1:3 + (-:2.51'9 - :251'10 251'.)."1:'2 - 125rllX + 625r9.
An instance J( x, y, z) = -1250 - .1.'.1 - y.\ - ,1:"2 =2 - y2..:::2 + 50z 2 + T5 y 2 + 75x 2 of this family is
shown with the table in Figure 1. 0

+

Ex 2.2 ;1 QUIlI·tic Interpolating 8111jacc for (/

('I

.loin of FOlll' Pa/'allel Cylindrical Surfaces

In this example, the lowest degree 1illJ'ra('(~ is constructed, which smoothly joins four truncated
parallel circular cylinders defined by (.'}" L I : y"2 + z:'! - 1 = () for x ~ :2, CY £2 : y"2 + Z2 - 1 = 0 for
x ~ -2, CYL 3 : (y - '1)2 + z"2 - 1 = () fol' :1' ?: :2. a lid ('Y L., : (y - .1)2 + Z2 - 1 =
for x :$ -2.
The C 1 interpolation tcchniclue shows llL<\.t tIle minimum degree for such joining surface is 4, and
finds a 2-parameter (one independent parameLpr) family of algebraic surfaces which is I( x, y, z) =
!.L,.·I + "-y2~2 _ i!.Ly","l +,. .,.2 + "-y.1 _ :!..!ly" + I' 1,"2 +:.!.l' Y + 1·1~?+[.~~1 X,I _ 1·1~.,+15n x 2 + '2.

°

1,1-

';

'"

..

-

1-

An instance of this family

1·1

{TI

= :HJ2.

..
1'2

I.J"

I

22·"

= -%S) is shown in Figure 2.
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Ex 2.3 Cubic and Quartic Surfaces intC1'jlolalilllj u:ilh C"J. and C 3 continuity
Consider a space curve C defined by the two equations h(x, y, z) = x 2 + 2y 2 + 2z 2 - 2 = 0 and
h(x,y,z) = x = O. A cubic surface C t is constructed which interpolates C with G2 continuity
as follows: The general implicit equation of it cuhic algebraic surface is given by !J(x,y,z) =
ax 3 +b y 3+ cz 3 +dx 2 y+ exy2 +f x 2 z+ !JIZ2 +II IP =+ i yz:'! + jx y=+ kx 2 +ly2 +mz2 +nxy+oyz+ pxz+qx+
Ty + sz + t = O. Using relation (1) for C 2 continuity as given in Section 2. one obtains hex, y,z) =
CrtX + T2Y+ T3Z+T4)/t (x, y, z) +rs!2{x, y. 2'):.1 yielding the system of linear equations a - Tt - r5 = 0,
b-2T2 = 0, C-2r3 = 0, d-r2 = O. e-2rt = o. f -/";3 = 0, !f-2rt = 0, h-2T3 = 0, i-ZT2 = 0, j = 0,
k - T4 0, 1- 2T4 = 0, m-2T4 = 0, n
0 = ]J = 0, g +2Tt = 0, r+ 21'2 = 0, s+ 21'3 = 0, t+2T4 = 0
in unknowns a, _.. , t and Tl' ... , 1'5' For 1't = 1. 1'2 = -1. 1"3 = 1. T4 = 1, 1'5 = 2, the cubic surface
h(x,y,z) = 2z 3 _2yz 2 +2xz 2 +2z2+2y2z+x2z-2z-2y3 +2xy2+2 y2_x 2y+2y+3x 3+x 2 -2x-2
is shown in Figure 3.
In the same way, a quartic surface f.l(X, y. z) = 16z" - 16yz3 + 32xz 3 + 32z3 + IG y2z 2 - IG:z: yz 2 1G yz 2+24x2 z2 + 32xz 2 _IG y3z+ 32 xy 2z +32y 1 Z-8x 1 yz + 16yz + 32x 3z + lGx 2z- 32xz- 32z- 9y4_
IG xy 3 _lG y3 + 16x 2y 2 + 32 xy 2 + IG y 2 - 8x 3y - KI: 2y+ 16xy+ IGy+ 24x 4 + 32x 3 - 8x 2 - 32x -16 is
constructed which meets h with G3 continuity along the curve defined by hand Js(x, YIZ) = Y = 0
as shown in Figure 4

=

=

o
Open Problems
1. Reduce implicit surface interpolation for higher geometric continuity to a linear system which
captures all possible solutions?

2_ Investigate the relationship of the degrees aud relative topology of the input curves with the
rank of the interpolation matrices?

3

C" Least-Squares Approximate Surface Fit

Problem
3
Construct a real algebraic surface S, which C k - I interpolates a collection of points Pi in IR. and
given space curves Cj in rn..3 as before. with <I~~oc:ia.[.ed unit "normal" ....ectors and its 1 .. _(k - 2)lh
order derivatives, and additionally minimizes the' Eucliueall 2-norm of the difference of the (k _l)lh
order derivative of S's gradient and the (I.. - I )'11 order derivati ....e of the specified unit "normal"
vectors, on the same collection of points and space I:lIr\'es.
Summary of Approaches The concept of C'" le;lst squa,res fitting and also through a mixture of
point and curve 3D data is suprisingly 1l00T'[ alld search of the past literature failcd to reveal
a suitable reference. Pratt [54] and some o[.h~rs [-13] consider the traditional Co least-squares
approximation problem using implicit. a.l~ebl'aic ::illrraCe for only scattercd point data. In Dajaj,
Ihm and Warren [14], a C k inlerpolatingjle<l.st-:i<[llal'es approximating implicit algebraic surface is
found by solving a quadratic optimization pl'ohlC'1ll constructed from given sets of 3D points and
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curves data. In this method, higher mdCI" deri\',t[,ivc information of points and space curves as well
as positional data, is interpolated and approximated to. Par example, when a surface of some fixed
degree doesn't have sufficient flexibility to C 1 interpolate a set of curves with normal directions, the
tangential constraints are least-squares approxillmlcd after the positional constraints are exactly
CO interpolated.

Recent Results
In C k interpolation of the previous subsection. one seeks a nontrivial solution x which is the
coefficient vector of an algebraic surface !(x.y,=) = O. To usc least-squares approximations for
geometric design, one needs to define distance llwtrics which are meaningful and also computation·
ally viable. As [(x,y,z) = c/(x,y,=) fOl' c i- O. the coefficients of I arc first normalized so that
I(x,y,z) represents the equivalence class {c/(x.y,z)1c. i- O}. There are infinite number of ways
to normalize i(x,y,z) = O. llajaj, Ihm and Wa.rren [14J choose to adopt quadratic normalization.
This normalization has been extensively llseu ill the approximate fitting of conic sections as well
[1,15,19,35,49,58], and has yielded complltationally efficient algorithms. Quadratic normalization is of the form xTMNX = 1 where MN is a. rea.l symmetric matrix. In most cases the identity
matrix I or a diagonal matrix D is used for the matrix MN.
Once normalization of the coefficients is done. one may use -/(1))- as a distance metric.
This metric, called the algebraic (listance. is straightforward to compnte and in some cases, closely
approximates the real geometric distance (the Euclidean distance between a point and a surface).
Sampson [58] proposes the use ~j(],) as a distance measure (a nonalgebraic distance). Perhaps a
better approximation is achievable in some cases. however, only at the enormous cost of iterative
applications of least-sq uares approximation.
Least Squares Approximation call be directly used to control the geometric shape a solution
interpolating surface. When the rank l' of MI of section 3 is less than (n!3), the number of the
unknown surface coefficients. there exists a family I(x, y, z) of algebraic surfaces which satisfy the
given geometric constraints and whose coefficiellts al'C expressed in terms of]J = (n~3) - r parameters. The problem of interactively selecting all instance from the solution family is addressed in
section 6. Selecting an instance from the family is equivalent to assigning values to each of the p
parameters. 'VVhen there are]J parameters Lo he instantiated. one may additionally specify a set of
points, curves or even surfaces around the earlier given input data, which approximately describes
the final surface to be designed. The fin;l! .sohllion instance is computed via interpolation of the
given input data and wiLh least-squares approxim;nioll of the addit.ional data set. In all these cases,
from the matrix MIone is easily able to COllstrufl. a. lllatrix MA uuder the appropriate normalization M N • such that IIMAxW = xTMA'fMAX is minimized. The normalization eliminates certain
columns of the matrix M I yielding an on'rdclPfmined l'educed matrix M A ill the standard way

[43].
llajaj, Ihm and Warren [14J provide all ef[icjpllL algorithm lJascd all the orthogonal decomposition of the matrix and compulatioll of cig;cl\\"alllC's and eigenvectors. As a means of computing
the nullspace of the systeIll. one uses the QU m.clhmf based IIpon the IIousellolder's transformation [:36, '13J. In order to correctly decide the rank of the matrix dllring the Householder's
transformation, the clements of a lower ri)!;ht part of a matrix arc checked for zeros at each step.
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Examples

Ex 3.1 A Quartic Surface with C 1 Interpolation (Illd Co Least SfjllareS Approximation
In this example, a quartic surface f(:r.y,zj = 0 C· interpolates curves on the four cylinders described by GYL 1 : y2 + z2 - 1 = a fOI" :1; 2. 2, C1"£2 : y2 + z2 - 1 = 0 for x ~ -2,
C1' £3 : x 2 + y2 - 1 == 0 for z 2: 2. and C1' L.l : x 2 + y2 - 1 = 0 for z ~ -2. As a byproduct during interpolation, it is found that degree 4 is the minimum required. For this interpolation, M I is of size 64 X 35 (64 linear equations and 35 coefficients with Tank 33, yielding
a 2-parameter family of quartic surfaces satisfying the Cl interpolation constraints. A specific
member of the 2-parameter family of surfaces is next selected, via CO least-squares approximation from a collection of new data points. For the normalization MN, an identity matrix I 3S is
used. To illustrate the shaping effect of the approximation, two independent sets of data points
are used: 5, ~ {(O, 1.75,0),(0,-1.75,0),(-1, 1.2'\,0),(-1,-1.25.0),(1, 1.25,0), (1 ,-1.25,0)) and
5, ~ {CO, 1.25, 0), (0, -1.25,0), (-0.5,1.125,0), (-0.5, -1.125,0), (0.5,1.125,0),(0.5, -1.125, 0)) (See

Figure 5( a)(b)).
For the least-squares approximation with normalization, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for
51 and 8 2 are computed. As a result. one obtains AminS == 1.2546390, AminS2 == 0.6439209,
l
YminS == [-0.1111540,0.9938032)1, and YminS2 == [0.01853292.0.9998283]1. The corresponding
j
surfaces after normalization are shown in Figure G(a)(b). 0

Ex 3.2 A Quartic Surface with CO Interpolation and C 1 Least Squares Approximation
Figure 7 shows two quartic triangluar patches which meet each other with CO interpolation
continuity and are made as C1 as possibl<l along th<l <lntire common curve via least-squares approximation. The containment and tangency constraints for each patch are generated for three
boundary conic curves with associated <juadraLic normals. It can be shown that degree 5 is the
lowest possible degree of a surface which would C 1 illterpolate the 3 boundary curves. 0
Open Problems
1. Produce well-conditioned matrices My and lJUt for interpolation and approximation byappropriate choice of basis for the implicit sUl'faccos.

2. Investigate the relationship between slabiJity of computation and topology of the geometric
data?

4

C k Interpolation and C' Least Squares Fit with Surface Patches

Problem
Construct a mesh of rca.1 a.lgebraic slIrf,H:e patches Sj. whicl1 C1.: interpolates a collection of
points pj in :rn.3 and given space CUI'YCOS Ci in m? wilh associa.ted "normal" unit vectors and
their derivatives, varying along the entire !;pall or the curvcos and C' least squares approximates
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a. collection of points q; in ]R3 and given space' clll'ves Dj ill JR3 witll associated "normal" unit

vectors and their derivatives, varying along the entire span of the curves. The set of points Pi and
ClII'VC!S Cj and Dj.

qi are not necessarHy disjoint and neither are the set of

Summary of Approaches
Solving a linear system of equations pla.ys a key role in C k interpolation and approximation of
the previous two sections. This section presenls another approach of algebraic surface design [9],
where a nonlinear system of polynom.ial equations needs to be solved. The emphasis here is on
constructing C" continuous meshes of implicit surface patches. Such "smooth" meshing has been
largely addressed by [51,39, 57J amongst others. using the Dezier representations of functional or
parametric surfaces.
Recent Results
The technique of [9] is primarily based

011

Dczout's surface intersection theorem see [65]

Theorem 4.1 If an algebraic sutface S of ({(!fmc It inlersecls (Ill algebraic surface T of degree m
in a curve of degree d with intersection multiplicity i. then i * d S; nm.
and a theorem from (14J

Theorem 4.2 If surfaces f(x,y,=) = 0 and y(x,y,=) = 0 intersect transversally in a single irreducible curve 4 C, then any algebraic sUlJace h(x-,Y,=) = 0 contains C with C k continuity must
be of the form h(x,y,z) = o:(x,y,z)f(x,y,z) + !3(x,y,z)r/+ 1 (x,y,z). Fltritlermore, the degree of
o:(x,y,z)f(x,y,z) S; degree ofh(x,y,z) and the degree o/13(x,V,z)gk+l(x,y,z) ~ degree o!h(x,y,z).
Another theorem that is required, relates continuity with the intersection multiplicity of smooth
algebraic surfaces, see [33, 3 i l].

Theorem 4.3 Two smooth alyebmic sllrfllces SI : f{.l:..y,z) = 0 an(l 52: y(x,y,z) = 0 meet with
C k continuity along a curve C if and only if 51 (/jul52 intersect with multiplicity k + 1 along C.
From theorem 4.2 one obtains the followjn~ spccial case lemma

Lemma 4.1 Let S: f(x,y,z) = 0 be (/n il'1"Cl!llcible Ijlladl'ic sUlJace, and Q : q(x,y,z) = 0 be a
plane which intersects 5 in a conic C. Theil. (//10111('1' '(,wilric surface 51: fl(x,y,z) is tangent to S
along C if and only if there exists non::cl'o COllslallls n, /3 (possibly complex) such that It = o:f+13 q2.
Since one is interested in surface fitting with real surfaccs, 0: and 13 are restricted to be real
numbcrs. A related theorem can be derivcd for tllc ([nadric sllrface interpolation of two conics in
space.
Lemma 4.2 Consider quadrics 51 : /1 = O. S"J. : h. = 0 allll planes Ql ; '11 = 0, Q2 : q2 = O. Let
Cl : (Ii = 0,'11 = 0) and C 2 : (12 = 0.lJ2 = OJ be fICO conics ill space. Then C 1 (md C2 can be
Hermite interpolated by a qu(/(h'ic swJace S if find ollly if thel'c exist nonzero constants UI, 0:2, 131,
an(l {32 (possibly complex) such that (XIII + dllJi - n2f2 - /J2q~ = o.
i

More precisely surfaces f( x,y.z) =0 and 1;( x.)'.7.) =() IUI<:r."cct propcrl.\' and share 110 COllllllon components at infinity
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Proof: Trivial. (Just apply Lemma 4.1 twice.) ;..
This lemma is constructjv~, in tlmt, it again yields a system of linear equations and a direct way
of computing a C1-iuterpolating quadric surface. FUl'thcnnorc a solution to the above equations,
linear in the a's and {3's, exists if and only if sneh an interpolating quadric surface exists. Again,
when real surfaces are favorable, one requires nl, 02. 13L' and fJ2 to be real numbers.

Ex 4.1 Suppose C 1 : (x 2 + Z2 - 1 = 0,3x +!J = 0), and C 2 : (y2 + z2 -1 = a,x + 3y = 0). The
following equation is obtained from Lemma .{.2: (al + 9th -lh)x 2 + ({31 - 0'2 - 9f32)y2 + (al 0'2)z2 + (6.£h - 6,B2)XY + (a1 - (l2) = O. Tllis implies a'l = (t2, PI = f32' a1 = -8f31' When a1 = -8
and f31 = 1, the interpolating surface is x 2 + y2 - 8z 2 + Gxy + 8 = O.
In the Lemma 4.2 and the example, the two conics on the given quadric surfaces, 51 and 52,
were fL'\:ed. If one has freedom to choose different intersecting planes QI and Q2 then one is able
to find a family of quadric interpolating surfaces. In this case. the equations of planes Ql and Q2
would have unknown coefficients and the use of Lemma 4.2 would result in a nonlinear system of
equations, linear in terms of O:'t, (\2, rlt and Ih., a.nd quadratic in terms of the unknowns of the
plane's eq uations.
Now, rather than trying to find a single quadric surface, one can also extend the above
Lemma 4.2, to construct two or more quadrics which smoothly contain two given conics in space,
and furthermore themselves intersect in a smooth fashion. The following Lemma 4.2, which is
constructive tells us how to go about this.
Lemma 4.3 Let C t : (It = 0, ql = 0) and C 2 : (12 = 0, q2 = 0) oe two conics in space. These two
curves can be smoothly contained oy two "smoothly intersecting" quadrics 51 : gl atll + Otq~ 0
and 52 : 92 = a2h + 02qi if and only If there exist rlon.:ero constants ai, a2, bl , b2 , a, {3, and a
plane Q : q(x, Y, z) = 0 such thal adl + 01 q~ - n{ ad2 + 02tJ~) - f3 q2 = o.

=

=

Proof: From theorem ·-1.3 we note that two quadrics that intersect smoothly (at least C 1 ), must
intersect with multiplicit~· at least two. It follows then frolll Bezout's theorem 4.1 for surface
intersection, that the two quadrics 51 and S'l must meet in ,L plane curve (either an irreducible
conic or straight lines). Let the intersection curve lie on the unknown plane Q. then just apply
Lemma 4.1 three times . .)
The final equation of the above Lemma rCSll!t.s in a nonlinea.r (cubic) system of equations which
is linear in terms of the unknowns Uj, ([2, OI, 02. (1. and p, and 'luadra.tic in terms of the unknown
coefficients of the plane Q : q = O. Note, that in Lemma ·-1..3, the quadric surfaces 51 and 52 need
not be in the form given (as constructed \·ja Lelllma .1.1), but may instead be an m-parameter
family of solutions, obtained by C I interpolation of illput cun'cs with possibly "normal" data, as
explained in the prior scctions.
The above method of Lemma 4.3 can straight.forwal'dly bc extcnded to Hnding a C 1 continuous
mesh of k quadric surfaces which smoothlr conlain I.: conics in space.
Theorem 4.4 Let C 1 : (Ii = O.lfJ = 0), (.'.1 : fIl = O,Q2 = 0) ... CI; : (/k = O,ql; = 0) be k
conics in Splice. These curves con be smoo/hly '"On/aiIlHL oy k qll(lc!l'ics 5'1 : 91 = (lIft
blq~ = 0,
52 : 92 u2h +02IJi, .... Sk : !Ik (/~"h- + o~·qi which IhCl/lselecs "smoothly intersect" if and only if

=

=

+
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there exist nonzero constants iLt, lL:.!, ••• , a~., VI, b~! ... , VI." aj, ... ,
R 1 : Tt(X,y,z) = 0, ..., R k_ l : Tk_l(X,y,=) = 0 slIch thai

Uk_I,

12

PI, "0' 131.:.-1 llnd planes

(2)
Proof: Direct applications of Lemma 4.3 ...
Note again as before, that in the above theorem. the quadric surfaces 5}, ... 51.: need not be
in the form given (as constructed via Lemma 4.1), but may instead be an m parameter family of
solutions, obtained by C 1 interpolation of input curves ,..-jth possibly anormal" data, as explained
in the previous section. Also note. that given k conics in space, in general. k quadrics above, may
not form a C 1 continuous mesh (no non-trivial solution for the generated system (2) of polynomial
equations). In this case one may try increasing the Humber of quadric surface patches between any
two of the given curves. This yields the theorem below, a variation of theorem 4.4.
Theorem 4.5 Let C t : (It = 0, ql = 0), and C2 : (12 = 0, '12 = 0) be two conics in space. These
curves can be smoothly contained by two quadrics 51 : 91 = (LIft + b1q? = 0, 8 2 : gz = (lz12 + bzq~
I
which together with k other lJuadrics T I : hI = 0, ... , Tk : hk = 0 form a C continuous mesh if
and only if there exist nonzero constants ai, (12, bl , b2 , c'o, .. · C,g (the coefficients of the quadric
T; : hi = OJ! i = 1. .. k, and ai, ... , O'HI, PI, "'! [3Hl' and planes R l ; Tl(X,y,Z) = 0, ...,
Rk+t: rk+l(x,y,Z) = 0 SUell that
(tIll

+ bll!?

-

(tlhl -

f311'~ = 0

+ V2l/i - Ok+lhk - J3k+lrl+1 = 0
h; = Q'ih;_1 + PitY, i = 2 •... ,k

a"lh

(3)

Necessarily the complexity of the nonlinear system of equaLions also goes up.
If the above generated systems (2),(3) of polynomial equations, do not yield a satisfactory Cl
solution, one may instead try intermixing cubic surfaccs with quadrics. To do this one first considers
the lemma below similar to lellllUa 4.1 and a. corolla.ry of theorem 4.2

Lemma 4.4 Let S : [(x,y,z) = 0 be (Ill i,Tcl!llcible qU(lllric SII1Jace. and Q : lJ(x,y,z) = 0 be
a plane which intersects S in a conic C. TheH. (j cubic surface T I : fl(x,y,z) is tangent to 5
along C if and only if there exists 1IOII::el'0 cOlls/onts (tl,···,ll.], alld bl ,···,V4 such that Ii =
(alx + a"lY + lL3Z + a.l)[ + (bjI + b2y + b:lz + b.tlrP·
Similar to lemma ,1.3 one obtClins

Lemma 4.5 Let C I : (Ii = O.(jl = 0) (llld (.'.1: (12 = 0.l/2 = OJ be I.wo conics in space. These
two curves can be smoothly contaillu{ by two (juar/ric8 ,Ii] : fJI ;:: (11ft + bjqi = 0 and 5"l : g2 ;::
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a2h + b2q~ both of which meet a cubic surface 1'[ : It l .:::: 0 if there exist nonzero constants at,
a,l, b1, b21 (Xn, ... ,a14, 0:21,···,0:24 Pll, .. ·.JI,[, P-21,···,fh" alld planes Ht : Tt(X,y,z) = 0,
R 2 : T2(X,y,Z) = 0 such that hi = (nllx + Cl:12Y au;; + O'l.du, + (,sux + f312Y + (J13Z + .B14)ri =
(a,nx + (X22Y ll'23Z + 0:2·,)92 - (fht X + (322Y + {J13 Z !hl)"~

+

+

+

Proof: It follows from Bezout's theorem 4.1 for surface intersection, that the a quadrics 51 and a
cubic surface 1', must meet in either a space cuhic. a plane cubic, an irreducible conic or straight
lines. Consider only the plane intersection cun-cs and assume they lie on an unknown plane Q.
then just apply Lemma 4.4 . •
In both the above lemmas, 1', need not he in the above form but may instead be a I-parameter
family of solutions, obtained by CI interpolation of input curves with possibly "normal" data, as
explained in the previous section, These parameterized cubic surfaces may be intermixed with the
quadric surfaces in theorems 4.4 and ,1.5 to form a Cl continuous mesh of alternating quadric and
cubic surfaces in the obvious manner.
Examples

Ex 4.2 ;1 C 1 mesh of a family of Quml"ic and Quartic SUljaces
Consider awireframe ofasolid model consisting of two circles, C I : «X 2 +y2+ z 2 -25 = O,x = 0),
2 + y2 + z2 _ 25 = O,y = 0). Each curve is associated with a "normal" direction which
and C 2 :
is chosen in the same direction as the gradients of the sphere. That is, nl(x,y,Z) = (0,2y,2z),
and n2(x,y,Z) = (2x,0,2z). The wireframe has.:1 faces to be fleshed, facel = (x ~ O,y ~ 0),
Jace2 = (x ~ O,y::S; 0), Jaces = (x::S; O,y::S; 0), and face.l = (x::s; O,y ~ 0).
In Figure 8z, face} and faces are filled wit.h the patches taken from the sphere x 2+y2+ z 2_25 =
o (yellow patches). To flesh the rC!maining faces with overall CI continuity along all inter-patch
boundary curves, requires degree ·1 surface p<ttchcs, Ilsing the iutcl'polation algorithms of section 2
yields C1 and C2 , both ll-parameter (homogeneolls) family of quartic G 1 interpolating surfaces,
given by f(x, y,.:) = TIZ' 1 + (T2Y + 1'6:1: + !>/'.I ).:3 + (1' 3y2 + (l'iX + 5/'s)y + 1'lOX 2 + 5r11x - 251'9 25rx) z 2 +(r2y 3 + (TGX + 5r,d y2 + (1'2X2 - 25r2)Y + 1't;X 3 + 51'-IX2 - 25/'Gx - 125r.;)z + (1'3 - rdY" +
(T7:1: + .5rs)y3 + (1'5:1: 2 + 5TllX - 25T!) - 25r3 + 251'1 ),IJ~ + (rix3 + 5rsx2 - 251'7:1: - 125rs)y + (1'10rdx' l + 51'11:1: 3 + (-251'9 - 251'10 + 251'Ilx 2 - 125rl\x + 625r!). An instance from this family is
f(x, y, z) = -1250 - x· 1 _ y-l - x 2 =2 - y 2 z'2 + 30z 2 + !,5 y"l + i-5.x'2 used to fill faces face2 and face4
in Figure 8 (red patches). 0

«x

Ex 4.3 A C l Mesh of QUalfric

P(/lche.~

Let conic C 1 be given by Ii = x 2 + y2 - z'2 + .I.I:Y + ·Ix + ·Iy + 3 = 0 (a hyperboloid of aile sheet)
and fJI = x + y + 1 = O. Similarly, let couie (.''2 bc gi\'clI by h = Hh: 2 + IOy2 - 9=2 + 3Sxy 114x - Il,ly + ISO = 0 (a hypcl'hooid of OIH' shc('l), q:! = :1: +,If -;3 = O. and let the unknown plane
be P : ax + by + cz + d = 0, Then t.he equation foJ' the system of smooth interpolating quadrics
alft + b\fJr - a(adl + b~qi) = ;3(ax + by + c.: + rill rC5ulls ill a nonlinear system of 10 equations:
-f3c 2 + 9a2Ct: - a, = 0, -2u{3c = O. -'lade = O. -l:3cd ~ O. -u2J3 - CtU2 + UI - 10a2a + at = 0,
2
-2au/3 - 20'U2 + 2u, - 3Sa2u + ·Ial .: : : 0, -2uihl + Cin.U2 + 'lUI + 114(t2Ct: + --lal = 0, -a 13 - ab2 + bl -
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+ 114a2o:+-lat

= 0, and _j3c[2 -9au2+bt-180u2a+3al = O.
Tills nonlinear system has a nontrivial solution (in the sense that (Lt, a2, and a: are nonzero) :
2
,,1.8 b = """"Un"
'fJ'I 11 and b = c = II = O. 5 lIenee, the two conics C
at = -a'/3 ,b l = 2a '/3 ,u2 = -fu'
2
t
and C2 are smoothly contained by quadrics 91 = 0 and [12 == 0, l'espectively, and which in turn,
smoothly intersect in a conic in the plane Q_ The rcal quadric 91 = x 2 + y2 + z2 - 1 = 0 is a
sphere, while the other real quadric 92 = y2 + =2 - 1 is a cylinder. Note that the above solution
implies that there is only one pair of real quadric surfaces which smoothly contain the given conics.
Also, for this case, it can be shown that neither a single quadric nor a single cubic surface can
Hermite interpolate the two givell COllics. Geolllctrically thcn, the two hyperboloids of one sheet
are smoothly joined by a sphere and a cylinder. See figure 9.
Open Problems
1. Extend the technique of constructing Cl continuous meshes to constructing C k continuous

meshes using the definition of C k continuity of section 2 and the theorems ofthc above section.

5

Triangulated Data Fit with Surface Patches

Problem
Given a collection of Z~values and derivativ<!s O\-er a triangulation T, construct a mesh of real
algebraic surface patches Si, which C1.: interpolates the collection of points Pi = (Xi,Yi,Zi) in m.J
and C1least squares approximates the collection of points qj = (Xj, Yj, Zj) inlR.3 . The set of points
Pi and qi are not necessarily disjoint and T nm,V be either an X - Y or an X - Y - Z triangulation
of the entire collection of points.
Summary of Approaches
The generation of a mesh of smooth surface patches or splincs that interpolate or approximate
lriangulated space dala is one of the cellll"al topks of geometric design. Chui [23] and DeB oar (28)
summarize much of the history of previous work. Interpolatory spline problems can be classified
by the following factors :
• What kind of surface patches do they use for a basis: parametric, functional, or implicit?
• What kind of triangulation of data do t.hey assume: functional values over 2D triangulation
or arbitrarily spaced 3D triangulation?
• What kinds of information do they need as input data: CO data, C t data, C 2 data, and so
on?
• With what order of geometric continuity do ! he patches meet along the boundary curves?
• Are they local, that is, each patch is constl'llrT.ed only frolll nearby data, or global?
~Tbis

nonlinear system was

~olv(:d Wilh

t,he ;lid of

~1,\CSY~IA. OIL

a Symoolics 3650
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• Do they split onc macro triangle iuto many micro triangles or not?
• Do they handle general data or just special data'!
• How ill-conditioned is the solution to perturbations in tlte input data?
• How efficient are the algorithms'!
• And many more ...
These splines are traditionally defined over a gi\'{~11 planar triangulation with a polynomial function
or parametric surface for each triangular face [3.. \. 16, 18. 37, 39, 47, 63J. Little work has been done
on spline basis for implietly defLncd algebmic surfaces. Seclerberg [601 shows how various smooth
implicit surfaces can be manipulated as functions in Deziel" control tQtrahedra with finite weights.
Dahmen [26] presents the construction of tangent plane continuous piecewise triangular quadric
surfaces. In his construction a macro patch is split into G micro quadratic patches. similar to the
splitting scheme of Powell-Sabin [53]. The resulting surfaces interpolate finite sets of essentially
arbitrary points in R 3 according to a given topology and given normal directions at the points
within some ranges depending on the topology and the location of data points. Dajaj and Thm [13]
use a single implicit surface for each macro patch at the expense of a higher degree 5 surface. This
quintic surface provides sufficient flexibility in globally C l surface fitting as well as provides local
shape control.
Recent Results
The method of [131 takes as input a 3D triangulation T of points Vi in m.. 3 with possibly first
order derivative information ("normals") at the Jloints. From the input, a wireframe mesh of
conic curves is first constructed. Each conic replaces an edge OJ of the triangulation T and C t
interpolates the end-points and specified normals at those points. If no normals are specified, a
unique normal is chosen, for c.g. by a\"craging the normals of the incident faces !k of T at that
point. Unique normals. or in other words. unique tangent planes at the cnd-points is a necessary
conditon for global C' fittin~. Each conic being a r<ttional curve. is represented by its rational
parameterization Ej(t) = (~~)' :~~?J' ~(t/). Next. along each such conic edge a quadratically varying

(://l,

1

:,v/// ' ':':/1 /) is specified. with the property that Ej( t) . Nj( t) is identically
"normal" Nj( t) =
zero. The Nj(t) necessarily take Oil the sa.me \"<!IU('S as the unique normals at the end-points.
Lee [44] presents a compact method for computing the above rational quadratic parametric
representation for each of the edge conics. In particular. a p-couic parameterization is derived in
\vhich the remaining one degree of freedom of each conic edge is controlled in terms of the p value.
The resulting topology of the wircfral1le is that of the initial triangulation T, with each triangular
face Fk now consisting of conic edges. The f'hapc of each conic edge in turn being controlled by an
independent p parameter.
Dajaj and Ihm [13J provide a local C 1 implicit surface interpolant 5k of degree 5 which fills each
curvilinear triangular facet F k • The degree :i implic:i t surface suffices because its degrees of freedom
are 55 while the maximum number of C I interpola.tory constraints of FI,: is 51. Each interpolant 5k
has thus four independent parameters of local fJ'eedom. which are used for sha.pc control. Further
details on interactive shape control are in se,tion 6.
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Examples

Ex 5.1 Locally supported trian.gular Cl inlerpolulIls for smoot/ling polyhe.dra
The input is an octahedron represented by vertices
/k,k;::: 0...7, together with vertex normals n/.l;::: 0..5.

= (0.0,0.0.0.0)

'" = (2.0,4.0.0.0)
V3 = (2.0,3.0,2.0)

V.I

= (1.0,0.0,2.0)

u,

= (vs,v·d

Cl

£2;::: (VO,L'Ij)

':3;:::

(vs,v,)

e'l;::: (V3,l'S)

C!i;:::

(UI,1.'3)

(V::l,"L'.I)

£8;::: ( tl 3,!:',!)

el0;::: (Vlol'2)

C,;::: (V'l. V•.)
(9

= (L'a,

ell ;:::

VI)

(V2, 'L'O)

h;::: (e5,e-l,£3)

it ;:::
h;:::

/4;::: (e1>&0,e5)

h;::: (C1>£3,C2)

If,;:::

It;::: (e2,co,ed

fo ;::: (Co. C.j, C5)

n,

= (2.5,0.0,1.0)

Co;::: (v.j,vo)

e.6;:::

nl

i ;::: 0...5, edges ej,j ;::: 0...11 and faces

Vo

v, = (-0.1,4.0,2.1)

110

Vi,

;:::

(e2,£'1I CO)

(C}'£5,C3)

(e."e2,e3)

(-0.59251'1. -0.557271. -0.581(91)
;:::

(0.57373:3.0.:')81132. -0.5771(2)

= (-0.593023.0.-18.,·180,0.642365)

n3

;:::

(O.6337D.I,O.2.J;H:i5S.0.73.1122)

n.l

= (-0.10-10·10. -0 ..,):J7266. 0.8369(1)

ns

= (0.8-10500. -0.;')-11 705. -0.010696)

first a wireframc of conics is constructed where eitch conic replaces an edge and CI interpolates
the corresponding . .·crticcs of the edge. N'exl Ilormals are constrllcted for each curvilinear conic
edge of the wireframe and varying qllaclralica.ll.\' ;doll~ the couies. Since the normals are quadratic
functions and take on the value of the given 1l0l'Illais at the vertex corners, specifying an additional
normal vector at an interior point of each <,'dp;e sllHlccs.
f:dgeno,.mo

= (-0. rom:nr. D.() 1:2T62. 0.3.53-118)
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edgcnOrntl

= (0.426-101,0.639602,0.639602)

edgenorm-Z

= (0.285,jR2,0.639307, -0.713954)

edgenorm3

= (-0.515202, -0.267929, -0.81411-<)

edgenorm'l

= (-0.0177035, -0.3·18458, 0_806855)

eclgenorms

= ( -0.608621. 0.709693, 0.354847)

= (-0.898131. 0.299377, 0.322078)
edgenorm7 = (-0.828637. -0.214953. -0_516872)
= (0.339020. 0.766491, -0.545488)
edgenorms
= (-0.87.1728.0.-1:3736.1,0.208721)
edgenOrln9
edgenorm6

edgenormlO

= ( -0.673887. -0.302905, -0.673887)

e(lgenormll

= (0.158349.0.·162070, -0.872592)

Sec Figure IO(a) where the conics arc constructed [or the p value or 0.7.
The interpolation algorithm of the above section then constructs triangular C 1 interpolants a 4 parameter family of quintic surfaces, one family per triangular facet of the wireframe. From
these families a single instance is chosen for each facct. These are listed below and displayed in
Figure 10(b).

Jaceto(x, y, z) , -0.00000000000:3 - 0.000000010437 * z - 0.351866100554'"

* zJ _ 0.1-19228349853 * z" + 0.006-109705518,.. z5
-0.000000010003 * y + 0.97-185-1816609'" y '" z + 1.047244055300 '" Y '" Z2
-0.8133016<\5559 * y * z3 _ 0.013ii98fj.'.iS2!) * Y * Z,I + 1.2568il042976 * y2 '" z
+4.7994.66010280 * y2 * Z _ 1.773-1.t'l~566:286 '" 1/ '" z2 _ 0.195440121483 '" y2 * z3
+3.855336605660", y3 + 0.908723176875 * y3 '" Z _ 0.442893510064 * y3 * z2
+1.647368998297 * y.J. _ 0.01096.5274559 * y4 * Z + 0.194339210883 '" yS
-0.000000010651 * x - 0.7705:2fil80.S0.5 * x '" z + 0.804811773765 *x * z2
-0.321648406719 *:t: * z:J + 0.0.59·1625.57360 '" x '" z·\ + 0.9<11573772622 * x * Y
+2.046806343664'" x '" Y * z _ 1.7-1..5'103230117 * x '" y * z2 + 0.2828053484UI * x '" y '" z3
+5.130053057327'" x '" y2 * Z _ 2.280.l!)979.10:->9 * .1; * l '" z + 0.'102577042726 '" x * y2 * z2
+1.476015162086 * x '" y3 _ 0.22'1:3217575.17 '" x * y3 * Z + 0.020644414286 * x * y.J.
2
-0.41978190734-5 * x 2 + 0.707:]S8X;Hi21D '" ;/;2 * z _ 0.361120269'163 '" x '" z2
2
+0.0523015983.18 * x 2 ",.;3 + 1.2SD787267l{j1 '" :/;2 '" y _ 1.5.17823381213 '" x '" Y '" z
2
+0.548579135713'" x'! * y '" z2 _ OJ.H701S.172!)(j2 * :1;'! "'!/ + 0.3.{-'1869768680 '" x '" y2 * Z
+0.445697927749

-0.4583.1972790.5'" .1: 2 ",

y3

+ O.;l.')5H5780.106 '" x

+O.0.10:]X.125561S '" x

3

3

_

",:;2 _

0.:263713673860 '" x
0.554279391319 '"

3

'" Z

x:J '"

Y

5
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+0.2,1'1614-104766 * x 3 * Y * z _ O.2,s:ri"85-l1820G '" 02'3 '" y2 - 0,072402573908 * X'I
S
+0.04152790267.'5 .. x'l '" Z - 0.050857636030 '" x'] * y - 0,001090526006 .. x

+ 1.655691554529'" z - O.10054013C
+0.01069555,1310 .. Z·I + 0.000015445336 * z5 + 0.391823657979 * y - 0.061907362326 '"
-0.0186983596<18 * y '" z3 + 0.003550207987 * Y '" z4 + 0.301365510162,
facctt(X.y,z) : -5.391392848589

+0.022675047248'" y2

*;:2 _

0.000878155318 '" y2 '"

z3 _

0.062806190565

+0.005728948090 * y4

* y3 + 0.016993251409 '" y:

-0.000835427317 '" y'l

'"

*Z -

0.0001971:

* z + 0.012024864984 * x '" z2 + 0.030745758603 * 3
-0.6416116581928 * x '" y '" 0.185959839052 '" x '" y '" z - 0.046653590100 '" x '" y '" Z2 + 0.004901215538 * x '" y '"
+0.043334490837:1< X:I< y"1 Z _ 0.003159988252:1<:r:l< y2 * z2 + 0.020586984770:l<:r * y~
-0.000780290446 * X:I< y'l -* -3.648649986273 * x 2 + 0.508225200029 -* x~
2
-0.004480,580992:1< x 2 * z3 + 0.327596884178 -* x 2 :I< Y _ 0.068505682280 * x * Y * :
-1.5-15.5i"6618926'" x

:I<

+0.034436178464:1< x 2 -*
-0.070554872584:1< x

3

y

2

*Z _

* -0.004370304569

:I<

x 2 -* y2

:I<

Z -

0.002134126507

0.004678977249 * x * z2 _ 0.069717197288 * x ~
3

3

-0.002095499230 -* x 3 :1< y2 '" -0.108632-130466 * x 4

+ 0.003372556775 -* x-l * Z +

0.005137768147

!a"t,(x,y,=) , -2.705288056399 + 4.638014160856. z - 2.7683
+0.646097331317", z3 _ 0.036933002640 -* z·· - 0.002695925262 -* z5 - 3.328+4.2184782762.[0", y -* z - 1.7.152·19397975 * Y -* z2 + 0.268.535875414 -* Y * z3 - 0.0137341
-1.28250910276.5", y2 -* 1.101278297196 * y2
-0.137253125822:1<
-0.004595032313", y.l

y3

*Z _

0.288331641811 '" y2 * z2 + 0.0263072£:

* 0.0502732715.:1.<1 -* y3 * Z _

* z + 0.000746755484:1< y5 +

0.005863970988

* y3 '" z2 + 0.0088

1.892316604675 -* x * -3.146735171698 * x * Z + 1.7645240
-0.374869320718 * x * z3..;

facet 3(x,y,z) : 3.838736319407 - 7.136639001525 '" Z + --l.6D353083c13D5 * z2 - 1.357307983821", z3 + 0.1784~,

-0.0087500760.57'" z-5 + 1.122726212656 * Y - 0.924668988889 '" y * z

+0.0439300.14239 -* y '" zJ _ 0.005331770119 * y -*
-0.087082.162242 * y~

* z"1

Z·l _

+ 0.005495"131255 -* y2 * . /1

+0.0026859:39570",!/'

* z"1 +

0.005579-105:3:36 *

+ 0.05148237

0.238054875023* y2 '" 0.35790773

_ 0.0316.50230022 -* yJ * -0.0118794-1

y.1 -

0.000368482605 '"

y4

*Z -

0.0001~

* -1..'3:Fi89;Hi!.l.')7-IS * x * z + 0.'166818397131 * x * z2 - 0.0·'115045::
0.OiR1-1·I:287I:J2 * x -* y + 0.3·1884517,5392 >I< x -* Y '" z - 0.0689316472~:

+1.9766200:356.51 *.~
+0.001006188013 -* x

* z·l

+0.001826387512 -* x '" y ",;;3

_

+0.03-1316738617 *:r: -*

_

0.1-18628002010 *.1.':1< y·l _ 0.025239912-146 * x * y2 -* z
y3"

-0.002.123175.196 -*:~

>I<

yJ -*

Z _

+ 0.00703285133:

0.001635387143:1< x -*

y4:1<

-0.36435
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'* x 2 * z2 + 0.0157·18598'139 .. x 2 .. z3 - O.l!33361SD
+0.041338782134 * xi! * y .. z _ Q.QQ'!21851!JG(jO * x 2 * Y '* z2 + 0.0331178063.59* x 2 .. y2 * -O.OOl71972149~
-O.0029526G78.tl *:1: 2 .. y3 * -0.11,.105799359 * X 3 + 0.04.:189.1233242* X 3 .. Z _ O.0012471il
-0.000490738665,* x 3 .. y * -0.00.')187314917 * x 3 * Y * z + 0.001670820372 * x 3 * y2 * 0.01267
-O.OOG5354580-H.J * x·1 * Z + 0.0045'13426917 * x'" * y + 0.00081
+0.50625:173-1647,*:1;2",

Z _

O.lGJG·j:HIQID·13

* z + O.01l31HD3141 * z2 - 0.707079497272 * Z3 - 0.09527
+0.000556875028 * z5 - 0.000000002837 * Y + 0.147337002989 '" y .. z - Ul7374861
-0.325401967187 * y .. =3 _ U.02007513ll88 * y .. Z·\ + 0.130769860685 * y2 * -2.06141412

!acet4(X,Y,Z) : 0.000000000199 - 0.000000002731

-0.309636480206>1<

y2 ... ;:;2 _

O.0376S686S9S,5 ...

y2

*;:;3 _ 0.782-183149860 * y3

... -0.2147027~

* y3 * .:2 _ 0.0.1301-1811932 ... y" + 0.0,16594653662 * y4 ... Z + 0.0295C
-0.000000003282 * x * -1.:lu35u:l802083 ... x * z - 0.73,1345998413 * x * z2 + 0.2239452G
+0.037962078216 * x * Z·l + -1.21257·1861013 * x * y + 0.157459011664 * x * y * z + 0.9920650787;]
+0.045649837633 * x * y * ;:;3 + 0.,J05290985255 * X * y2 + 1.058072.127816 * X * y2 * Z + 0.OS378537692~
+0.2'193192043D4 *:1: * y3 * 0.0198105.57-115 * x * y3 * z _ 0.029·l5912·1470 *' x '" y'l * 4.33122
2
-3.536565133014 * x 2 * Z + 0.19.5:J.50676910 * x 2 * z2 + 0.02861966-1589 * x * z3 - l.9496968C
+0.339561326894 * x 2 * Y * z - 0.18198.5.109388 * x 2 * Y *;:;2 _ 0.121048123933 * X 2 * y2 '" -0.0635111461O~.
-0.041199050954 * x 2 * y3 * -:~.792880753729 * x 3 + 0.818135003255 * x 3 * Z + 0.02992250(.
+0.2609608719.[4 * x 3 * y * -0.1Ci-1550553·WO * x 3 Y * z + 0.065133155407 * x 3 * y2 * 1.0273'J
-0.029769692122 * x 4 * Z - 0.042320347953 * X,I * Y - 0.0820C
-0.000404957002

>I<

+ 2.-1947053·12797 *:; - 0.025897396309 *;:;2 - 0.OGD015620217 *;:;3 + 0.009
-0.000.')79660067 * .:5 + .5.1102283.1.1925 * y - 1.51-(263796801 * Y * z + 0.021228
+0.018426213379 * Y *:;3 _ 0.000706930090 * y * Z·I _ 1.438502661126 * y2 * 0.345471
-0.0052.19912206 * y2 * .0 2 _ 0.001.156966611 * y2 * Z3 + 0.196047588059 * y3 * -0.034963
+0.000,152558108 * y3 *;:;2 _ 0.012821058380 * y" + 0.0013123<18329 * y4 * Z + 0.000:
+2.8:3TJ55·1481D.j *:/: * -1.OD25DD315171 * x * z + 0.085301176633 *' x * z2 + 0.0068,581
-0.0003289237,57 *.1: * z·1 - 1.6·lOl0:31825,12 * x * y + 0.478243910269 * x * y "';:; - 0.028642652:
-0.00150D76D9S.1 * x * y *;:;3 + 0.:J.')2GOG:376101 *:1: * l- 0.067·171611808 * x * l '" z + 0.0027620029
-0.033.501697.1.5,1 * x * yJ * 0.OO:,m700:jl:150 *.1: * y3 *;:; + 0.001195381560 * x * y'l * -0.10609!
+0.1520632381188 * x~ *:; - 0.OlD09l5710.').j * x 2 * z2 + 0.000523-106532 * x 2 *;:;3 + 0.0·13862:
2
-O.0.13360S45l'i8 * x 2 * Y * z + O.OO:2l·J(jO!)()(j;J2 -i< x 2 * Y * z2 _ 0.00668162·1191 * x * y2 * 0.0029108789
J
+0.000a07:383W)8 * :I;:! * y3 * -0.00.,);3G:l.ju3333 * x 3 _ 0.00.5-13-IO-lD837 * x * Z + 0.001-1043
3
3
+0.0277313721.j6 * .I::J "'!J" O.OOOG[ jrj12007 '" .1: * Y * z - 0.0019G3336031 * X .. y2 * 0.015.'
-0.000!:J(j.15:H25 * :/:,1 *:; _ 0.002235563671 * x· l ... Y - 0.000'

!(tc.eir,(x,y,z) : -7.11982742121-1
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! acel 6(X,Y,=) : -0.000000000001 + 0.00000000-1180 '"' z - :3.808·1:200895·18"' z2 + '-1..193996112967 * z3 - 1.611
+0.16013.19168-11 *:;:) + 0.00000000,1005 * y - 2.922530506296 * Y * z + 1.08G707'

* y * z3 + 0.016930537720 * Y * z'\ + 0.695527270492 * y2 * -1.728567:
+0.6281834101.10 * 'l *.z2 - 0.116300642717 '*' :1/ *;;3 + 0.843291361707 * y3 * -0.4395361
+0.057573.500599 * y3 * =2 + 0.07:3538735839", y.1 + 0.050084868667 * y-t * Z - 0.032.
+0.00000000.118-5 * J: * -:l.lG7172786099 * x * z + 2.598846923454 * x * z2 - 0.407822:
-O.052377190..J.5..J: * x * z·l + lA2170'lTi"O'I:28 *:1: * y - ;3.335438470121 * x * y * z + 1.081415686
+0.0:13804038706 * x * y * zJ + 2.1IclfjS9.18·1-l20 * x * y2 - 1.504298946820 * x * y2 * Z + 0.1049082175
+0.355506220977 * x * y3 * O.000666711!)48 * x '" y3 * Z - 0.0113221139207 * x * y'l * 0.725
2
-O.8409.IGG9814:1 * x 2 * Z + 0.3;j5870G78528 '" x 2 * Z2 _ 0.065105570761 * x * z3 + 2.08G3mr.
2
-1.565502136001 * x 2 * Y * z + 0.298582--1.38735 *' x 2 '" Y *- z2 + 0,62,1337656078 '" x '" y2 * -0.1818616232
+0.0037.10004555 *- :1: 2 *- yJ * 0.857378.IS.1356 *- X J _ 0.51886206,5863 *- x 3 '" Z + 0.04--17867
3
+0 ..19272-16,57128 *.:r. J '" y '" -O,12·150DS2151·[ * x 3 '" Y *- z + 0.046350113632 '" x *- y2 * 0_143-0.0.55879147.512", x-I * Z + 0.038417706086 '" x 4 * Y + 0.004,'
+0.1710,15406740

jacd,(x, y, z) : 0.000000000156 - 0_0000002f)·168G * z + '2.3·19287281326 '" z? + 1.559485859400", z3 - 0.1718:2
-0.0464196/78-16 * .:;5 _ 0.000000282296 '" y - 2.190582451529 *' y '" z + O.7336618i
-0.-16-l25.17G0910 *- y '" z:J _ 0.0192963368.11 '" Y '" z-l _ .1.254791369719 *' y2 '" 0.9863573~
-0.2.16306877928 *.'11 *- Z'1 + O.0·[(i01l762281 '" l *- Z3 + 1.8-10122660302", y3 * -0.1692327::
+0.013962126112 * yJ '" z2 _ 0.260578353453 * y'j + 0.010138447483 * y'l '" Z + 0.01212
-0.00000030000i" * x *- ·L667782885.584 '" x '" z + 3.3513015.52208 '" x * z2 - 0.158871H
-0.005164712180'" x * Z·l _ 2.3-1·169!J:35,1;)62 '" x * y - 0.209 . 186'186776 '" x'" y * z - 1.10703!J3209~
+0.081566524091 *- x '" y '" z:.J + 0.9292130605:32 '" x '" y1 _ 0.525207873539 '" x * y2", Z + 0.08565288278t
-0.107l::l3288-1.J1!.J *:1: * yJ '" 0.OG,j:Ji712712G *:1: '" y:l * Z + 0.003356701228 '" x '" y'l * 2.31710
2
+3.4900-15918816"';1;2 * Z + 0.0:J-lfj:25,547103 '" x 2 * z1 + 0.046251908196 '" x '" z3 + 0.734423·lO
2
-1.197735369621'" x 2 '" y '" z _ 0.01.1:366:27.1280 '" .1: 2 '" Y '" Z1 - 0.2.-18426455·n3 *' X * y2 * 0.10044738535[
3
+0.015222600-1-19 * :1;2 * .1/ * l. i:20iS30623:J:J *- x 3 - 0.0785.54062782 '" x * Z + 0.05122,518:~
3
-0.-1769635,51788 * :1: 3 '" y + 0.06:30:).5,[·1226·( * ;1::1 * y * Z + 0.029515511569 * X * y'1 - 0.10432
+O.00.1.17JG.J21l0", .r· 1 * Z - 0.039095324000'" x-l. * Y - 0.0--1--128
Open Problems
1. iluild a quadratic wil'eframc for arbitral'il.\· shaped :30 triangulated data.

L.. Provide interactive shape control [or a p parameter family o[ implicit surfaces.

:3. Provide tracle-ofr bounds of degree of ill1plicit i1l~ebraic Slll'faces and the number of split
patches in C k interpolation.
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Interactive Shape Control of Implicit Surface Patches

Problem

Interactively control the shape of an interpolating or approximating implicit surface by selecting
appropriate instances from a p-parameter family of solution surfaces.
Summary of Approaches

The problem of interactively selecting a surface instance from a p-parameter family of solutions
is equivalent to assigning values to each of the ]J parameters. vVhen there are p parameters to be
instantiated, one may additionally specify a set of points, curVes or even surfaces around the earlier
given input data, which appro:cimately describes the final surface to be designed. The final solution
instance is computed via interpolation of the given input data and with least-squares approximation
of the additional data set. This scheme is presented in the paper by Dajaj, Ihm and Warren [14].
An example of this use is presented in Ex 4.1 of section 4.
An alternate scheme based on Seder berg's Bezier formulation of algebraic surfaces [GO] is used
for shape control of a family of surfaces in Dajaj and Ihm [12]. They present a method which
allows a surface designer to intuitively and interacti\;ely control the shape of a C k interpolating or
approximating surface, thereby choosing an appropriate instance from the family by automatically
selecting values for the 1) distinct parameters.
Recent Results
The result of multivariate C k interpolation algorithm for a given data set, is in general, a ~
parameter family of algebraic surfaces f(x, y, z) = O. satisfying the given geometric data constraints.
A surface designer must be able to choose an appropria.le instance from this family, to satisfy his
application by specifying values for the 1) parameters, (say r = T}, T2.··', T p ). The equation for the
family has the form
" 1I_i .._ i _j

!(x,y,z)=LL L

Cij"XiyjZ' = 0

(4)

i=O j=O k=u

where Cijk is a homogeneous linear combinatioll of r. Various distinct clloices of values for r yields
interpolating surface instances possessing dif[eJ"(~llt shapes, Dajaj and Dun [12] present a method
which allows a surface designer lo intuitivel,v ,HId interactively control the shape of a Hermite
interpolating surface, thereby choosing all appropriate instance from the family by automatically
selecting values for the p distinct parameters.
The essential idea is to consider the interpolating family f as the zero contour w = 0 of
the lrivariate function w = f(:r;,y,:;). See Scdcrb{'rg [GO] where the same idea is used to define
algebraic surface patches. Of course. sincc onc considers a family of interpolating algel:lraic surfaces,
the coefficients of f here have indeterminates I'i. The trivariate function, when transformed into
Darycentric coordinates yields a control polyhedron with wcights (\he interacti\'e control given to
the designer). For the purpose hcre. thc trivaria.te polynomial !(x,Y,z) is symbolically converted
into a polynomial F(s, l, ll) in Ual'yccntl'ic t:Oordinil tes. specified over a tetrahedron. To concentrate
on a specific portion of the algebraic surfacc. lilt' dcsigncr <Ippropl'iatcly chooses the location of the
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[our vertices of the tetrahedron, enclosing the desired region. Shape of the Hermite interpolating
surface is now controlled by changing the ,vcigllts of control points associated with the tetrahedron.
Let the trivariate Barycentric coordinates of points inside a tetrahedron be given by (8, t, u).
The tetrahedron is specified by the designer who selects the location of its four vertices PnODO, POnDO ,
POOnO , and POOOno The Cartesian coordinates P of a point inside the tetrahedron are related to its
Barycentric coordinates s, t, u by P = sPnOOO + (pu"oo +uPOOnO + (1- s - t - u)POOOn • Control points
on the tetrahedron are defined by Pijk = *PIlOOO + P OnOO + P OOnO + n i / k P OOOn for nonnegative
integers i,j,k such that i + j + k ~ 12. With each control point there is also associated a weight
Wijk, corresponding to the coefficients Cijk of (4), which is a linear (not necessarily homogeneous)
combination of f_ All this together defLnes the p-parameter algebraic surface family in Barycentric
coordinates,

* *

F(s,t,It) =

t I;nI=j
i=Oj=O 1.:=0

W;jk' (.

'~ k) .s;tjuk(l- s -

t - u)n-H-k = 0

(5)

t,), •

There are (n!3) Wijk, exactly as many as tlte Cijk. Straightforward methods exist to converting a
trivariate polynomial ill the power basis with cartesian coordinates, to the form above in trivariate
barycentric coordinates defined over a given tetraltedron.
Consider, as a simple example, a quadric slll'face which Hermite interpolates a line LN : (1t,t,O) with a normal (0,0,1). Hermite interpolation algorithm returns a 5-parameter family of
surfaces !(x,y,z) as in (4) with n = 2 and wlwre C200 = 1"1, CIlO = 21"1, CtOI = 1"4, CtOO = -21'1,
C020 = 1'}, Call = 1'S, cOlO = -21'}, COOl = 1'3, COOL = 1'2 ,and Cooo = 1"1' For a given tetrahedron with
vertices P nOO = (2,0,0), POnO = (0,2,0), P UUn = (0.0,2), and P ooo = (0,0,0), the surface family
representation !(x,y,z) is transformed to F(s.t.ul as in (5) with n = 2 and where WallO = 1'1,
WOOl = 1'1 + 1'2, WOOl = 1', + 21'2 + 41'3, WOlD = -1"1. WOll = -1"1 + 1"2 + 21'5, w020 = 1'\, WlOO = -1'1,
WtOl = -1'1 + 1'2 + 21"4, W110 = Tt, and W200 = 1"\,
As F(s,t,u) = 0 in (.5), describes a constrained ]J-parameter family of algebraic surfaces of
degree n, the change of one of the weights Wijk associated with a control point of the tetrahedron,
affects the weights of othel' control points. For example, suppose tt'l = 1'1 + 1"2 + 1'3 + 21'.1 - 1,
W2 = 1'1 + 1'2 + 1"4 + 5, and W3 = 1"3 + 1"". Then, we call derive the following linear relation between
the weights, : WI - W2 - w3 - 6 = O. (For notat.ional simplicity we here consider, wlg, the weights
Wijk to be also indexed by a single parameter I, i.e. weights wd. From this in variant, we get
.6.Wl - .6.W2 - .6.W3 = 0, and every time weights <Ire changed, the abo....e iuvariant is maintained.
Hence, in general one derives a system of in\'ariant equations
Id.6.wl."J.w2.···.~wcl =

h(.6.WI,..J.W2, ..

from the linear weight expressions

·.~Wc)

=

0
0
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This is easily achieved by Gaussian elimination. Changing some weights can now be considered
as moving from it weight vector W = (Wt,W2,·· "wt:) to another W' = (W~,W~,···,W~)I with the
constraint that fj. W = W' - W is a solution of the computed system of invariant equations. Next,
suppose that it surface designer wants to see how the surface shape changes with it value change of WI
alone. However, it change in value of WI automatically changes the value of additional Wi'S related
to it by the invariants Ii's. Usually, the linear system of invariant equations ace underdetermined,
yielding an infinite number of choices of b.wi'S( i = 2,3" .. , c). Then how does the designer make a
choice of values for the Wi:S that reflects the influence of a change of only WI, as clearly as possible?
One possible heuristic is to minimize the 2-norm of (.6..W2,···' .6..wc ) , and hence the 2-norm of
.6. W. Note that 116. WII~ == .6.wi + 6.w~ + ... + ..1w~. For a change .6.WI == d, one sees that

II((l,.6.W2,·· · . .6..wc )
I 2(d, .6..w2,···, .6..wc )

==

0
0

will have a solution 6. Wo == (d,.6..w~, ...• ~w~) where 6.w?'s are expressed linearly through another set of free parameters qt, q2, ...• qp-l' lIence, H.6..WOlb is a quadratic function of the new
parameters. which we denote by Q(CfI, q2,···. q/l-l j.
In order to minimize the norm of .6..Wo. the quadratic fUllction Q(qI,q2,···.qp-d needs to
be minimized. Since Q is quadratic. the minimum solution can be obtained straightforwardly
by solving the linear system V'Q((ll,(j2,···,Cfp-l) = O. If the (unique) minimum solution point
is QO == (q?,q~, ... ,q(p-l))' then .6.Wo = (rl.tlw~, .... .3.W~) corresponding to QO will define the
desired change of weights of W2, ...• W n having minimum effect on the shape of the surface. The
instance surface for the new weights W' == W + .:.J. WO will then reflect predominantly the effect of
the change of WI by 6. WI == d.
Examples

Ex 6.1 Interactive Shape COlltrol of (I Family of Qual'/.ic Surfaces
Construct the lowest dcgrce surface which call smoothly join three truncated orthogonal circular
cylinders CY L 1 : x 2 +y2_1 == 0 for z ~ 2, C}I' L2 : y2+ z 2_1 == 0 for x 2: 2, and CY L 3 : z2+ x 2_1 ==
o for y ~ 2. C 1 interpolation shows that the minimum degree for such a joining surface is 4, and
the null space of the interpolation matrix is a 2 homogenous parameter (or one independent affine
parameter) family of algebraic surfaces. Consider a circle C 1 : (1~~1. ~+:~. 2) on CY L I with the
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associated rational "normal'l llt(t) : (l~111' "2i"~2/21, 0), the circle C 2 : (2, 1~~2' l+~~) on CYL 2 with
. t e d fa ,.lonaI" norm al" Il2 ()
·H
.,-",,)
. Ie C'3: (1+12'"
" 2 '-")
t : (0 '1+12,
~l+·fl ,an d t IlC clre
l+t2 on CYL 3
'h c assocla
with the associated rational Hnormal"' ll3(t) : (l~ltl' 2, "!l~W).
Again, all Ct, C 2 and C3'S "normals" are respectively chosen in the same direction as the
gradients of their corresponding containing surfaces C1" £1, CYL 2 , and CYL 3 . This ensures that
any interpolating surface for CJ> 2 , and C 3 will also meet C1' Llo CYL 2 , and CY L 3 smoothly along
these curves. A degree three algebraic surface docs not suffice since the rank of the resulting linear
system is greater than 19, the number of independent unknowns. Next as a possible interpolant
one considers a degree four algebraic surface with 34 independent unknown coefficients. Repeating
the interpolation for the original curves results in 52 equations. The rank of this linear system is
33, and thus there is a one affine independent pa,rameter family of quartic Hermite interpolating
surface, which is f(x, y, z) = Tl Z4 + '1~~OT! yz3 + T1~~OTl xz 3 _ T~±loTl z3 +2Tly2 Z2 + '1~IOTI xyz2 Tz±10T! yz' + 2r .... 2,,2 _ T.,±10Tl xz2 + ' ".:.1 + htlOr, y3". + T?+lOT, .... y2.,. _ T?tIOTJ y'z + T2±[OTI 2
_

e

3
I'" 3
12_
1:.1
12'"
3
12
X yz
T1±IOTJ ""yz
T1±IOT! y_
T1±10TJ ",,3 __ Tl±lOTl ".2".
Tz±10TJ.,._
Tz±IOTJ
r y"
Tz+l0T\
3_
3'"
,,'"
I:.!
.... 3
.,. -I
.,,'"
3
1
12
xy
Tz±IOTJ y3
2TIX2y2 _ TZtjOTI xy2
1' 2y 'l
n~~orl x3y _ T?±lOTI x2y
Tz+lOTJ xy
T2±lOTJ Y
TIX4_
T1t1oTJ X3
r .'
T,+10TJ X
ST! 7.,
3

+
+
+ 2 +

+

3

+

+

+

+

+

,,+

+

+

+

+

3'

An instance of this family (1'1 = 1, T2 = 10) is shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 illustrates three
different instances of [(x, y, z) = 0 ootained by changing the value of 10000. Each time 10000 is varied,
the invariant equations are met, and each instance surface Hermite G 1 interpolates the three input
curves. As the value of WOOD continually increases from WOOD < 0, the surface eventually passes
through POOD = (0,0,0) for 10000 = 0, and then separatc!s into 3 irreducible parts for 10000 > o. 0

Open Problems
1. Derive other intuitive techniques for interactive shape control?

7

Conclusion

Many of the interpolation and approximation algol'illulls presented here were implemented by
lnsung Ihm as part of SHILP. our solid modeling and display system [7]. The programs take as
input any collection of geometric data poillts ;\.IId curves. with and wiLhout associated "normals"
and their derivatives. Doth implicit and rational paramelric representations of the space curves and
their derh"atives are allowed. The rank computat.ion is done implicitly during the solution steps.
The eigenvalue computation for least square computations is done with the help of routines from
EISPACK. The result, when nontri \"ial solulions exist, are expressed in tenns of symbolic coefficients
and represent a family of interpolation surfaces. Values a.re specilied for these coefficients by means
of either the least-squares approximation approach as indicated in section 3, or using Bezier control
weights as deta.iled in sect.ion (j. Desira.ble lIo11:'iillgular a.nd irreducible, real algebraic surfaces arc
computed. Insung Ihm is currently improving this implementation to include, a more user-friendly
method of instantiating the interpolated solution. as well as a way of automatically incorporating
the nonsingular and irreducibility conslraints [.10].
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Figure 11: Interactive Sha.pe COIHrol of a Family of Quartic Surfaces
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Figure 10: Locally supported triangular C 1 interpolants for smoothing polyhedra

